CUSTOM WINDOW NET MEASUREMENT & COLORS

IMPORTANT MEASUREMENT NOTES:
1. Top Width: All window nets **MUST** be a minimum of 10" wide per SFI.
2. Upper Left Angle: For proper fit, indicate the angle (90º, 75º, etc.) of this corner.
3. Upper Right Angle: For proper fit, indicate the angle (90º, 75º, etc.) of this corner.
4. Left Vertical Height
5. Right Vertical Height

We need to know how the net mounts to the car.
- Horizontal Rods
- Vertical Rods

**IF mounting rods are already in place, measurements need to be to the outside edge of the rods!**

Your measurements **MUST** include the mounting method and type of hardware used: buckles, grommets, etc.

All SFI nets must be re-certified every 2 years!
We re-certify all Stroud SFI rated products.

COLOR SELECTION:
(All listed colors available at no extra charge!)

**NOTE:** edge strips are at the top or side depending on the attachment points and are always black.

- **All webbing same color.** Indicate choice here ____
- **Use two (2) webbing colors:**
  - Indicate Vertical choice here ____
  - Indicate Horizontal choice here ____

**NOTE:** Nets using more than 2 internal webbing colors are at your risk. No exchange or refund will be given due to wrong colors or order of colors.

Black Red Blue Purple Orange Hot Pink Silver Green
(colors approximate)
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